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HLB Verifies Efficacy of Nanogen's COVID-19 Vaccine in Vietnam
2022-01-02
HLB said it has verified the safety and protection of the Covid-19 vaccine,
Nanocovax, developed by Vietnam-based pharmaceutical company,
Nanogen.

The Vietnamese Ministry of Health said that the protective effect of Nanocovax exceeded 50
percent of the minimum standard suggested by the World Health Organization (WHO).

The Vietnamese health authorities plan to deliver interim phase 3 clinical trial results for
emergency use approval. The health ministry also said it would officially reveal the meeting
results shortly.

Previously, Nanogen applied for emergency use approval to the Vietnamese regulator but
was instructed to provide more data on the protective effect from the Vietnam Advisory
Board.

 

HLB said it has verified the safety and protective efficacy of the Covid-19 vaccine, Nanocovax,
developed by Vietnam-based pharmaceutical company Nanogen, in phase 3 clinical trials.

 

The committee's approval has been withheld due to a lack of direct data on efficacy. Still,
Nanogen secured efficacy data as participants in the placebo group began showing positive
responses in the study, according to HLB.

The efficacy can be verified only when a positive response is found in phase 2 and 3 studies.
Unfortunately, Nanogen had difficulties securing data due to the strong lockdown policy
implemented in Vietnam from May to September.

As the company checked the protective effect of Nanocovax, the Vietnamese government is
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expected to speed up reviewing for emergency use approval. The emergency use approval is
issued upon receiving approval from the advisory committee, HLB said.

In the first part of phase 3 clinical trials of Nanocovax on 1,004 volunteers, Nanogen
confirmed the antibody production rate of 96.5 percent and seroconversion rate of 99.2
percent 14 days after giving the second dose and completed clinical 3b of 13,000 patients.
The company also completed phase 3b trials of 130,000 patients.

Nanogen said that Nanocovax has not shown serious side effects or anaphylaxis response.

Nanocovax is a recombinant protein vaccine that is difficult to develop and takes a relatively
long time to manufacture compared to mRNA vaccines. However, it has a high immune
response rate and safety with few side effects.

HLB plans to sign an agreement with Nanogen to acquire the global rights of Nanocovax after
it receives emergency use authorization.

 

Read the original article on Korea Biomedical Review (KBR).

 

http://www.koreabiomed.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=12808

